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Dearest Monisha Ma’am and Deepti Ma’am for being felicitated
as ‘Maharashtra’s Most Powerful People of the Year’

Dear Parents,
With the spirit of festivity, happiness and celebration still fresh in our minds, we welcome you back to school
once again. The vacation surely had been an enjoyable one for our Lexiconites but before heading home for
the festivity, our bunch of talented Lexiconites had their time of enjoyment at school as well. The magnificent
Dandiya Raas extravaganza witnessed the students dressed in kaleidoscopic hues dancing along with gaiety,
while the Diwali Fete was a pompous promenade of exciting games and delectable treats along with foottapping music at the backdrop. The Senior Classes pulled up their socks to give their best for their Research
and Development presentation while the tiny-tots of Pre-primary put up a brilliant show at the Annual Concert.
Our little Sport buffs of Primary proved their mettle as they enjoyed taking part in the Primary Annual Sports
Day. Here’s a quick glimpse into our October Album.

ASSEMBLIES

Habit No 6
Synergize broken up as SY Energize it tells us about “Teamwork”. Instead of doing
work alone you can form a team to achieve greater zeniths of success and that’s what
the little ones of Pre-primary sought to explain through this assembly on Habit No 6.

Habit No. 7
It is the habit of continuous improvement that lifts us to higher levels of knowledge
and understanding and the tiny-tots presented this confidently in front of their peers.

CELEBRATIONS

Navratri Celebration

ACTIVITY
Good Touch and Bad Touch
A workshop on Good Touch and Bad Touch was conducted wherein all the students
were taught about their ‘Safe Zones’. Children were told how to distinguish between
good touch and bad touch and what to do when an unpleasant situation comes with
the help of short movie.

Learning With Fun
Various learning activities were conducted during class hours which the children enjoyed.

TEACHER WORKSHOP

Jolly Phonic Workshop
The session was conducted to upgrade the facilitators about the latest technology in
teaching “Early English” using the smart board. It is an interactive learning method
with activity books which students find it interesting.

ANNUAL CONCERT

The topic for our Annual Concert was India-Ancient And Modern. A skit portraying
India during Ancient and Modern times using technologies was well-presented. Every
class gave their performance with confidence and was well appreciated.

Success entails a long process of hard work, determination, dedication and
perseverance and above all nurturing good habits and values. It is not a miracle that
can be achieved instantaneously or accomplished without any efforts. And the
golden key to achieve it is encouragement and motivation.
So dear parents encourage your child everyday about the little tasks they do, the
small efforts they put and do not forget to utter the magic words- “I Trust in You”.
It’s time to say goodbye for now. But we promise to be back again next month
with a fresh treasure-trove of activities galore. Till then Happy Parenting!
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